Ocean
Rosal
Gray color with shades of bluish
green, brings the bottom of the
ocean to the surface .

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

AESTHETIC QUALITIES

Natural sandstone of gray color, with
shades of green and blue. Of uniform
porosity, it is compact and provides a
great hardness; it also shows fossil
remains of dark color and strata that
highlight its natural looking.

Its elegant mixture of colors coming
from the nature, create a suggestive but
relaxing environment, enriching and
giving a touch of personality to the
projects.

FEATURES AND VALUES

APPLICATIONS

Bulk density
2.450 Kg/m3
Porosity
12.2%
Water absorption
3,3 %
Resistance to freezing
NDP
Slipping resistance
84-78 Dry-damp
Reaction to ﬁre
A1 Class
Bending strength
The mean value of ﬂexural strength
increases by 1Mpa after 48 cycles
Compressive strength
77 MPa
Abrasion resistance
17,5 mm
Breaking load for anchors
950 N

Suitable for facades or indoor and outdoor pavements.

TREATMENS

FORMATS

We advise to treat the natural stone, the
ﬁrst layer in the production line and the
second once installed.

Standard 60 x 40 cm
Trend 120 x 40 / 60 x 30 cm
Large formats
80 x 80 / 90 x 90 / 120 x 80 cm
Thicknesses Starting from 2 cm we
can produce any thickness.

FINISHING

MOST APPROPIATE USES

NATURAL

· Traditional or ventilated facades.
· Indoor or outdoor pavements.
· Decorative elements such as
balustrades, moldings, columns,
facilities, etc.

HONED

· Traditional or ventilated facades.
· Pavements, especially indoor.

VINTAGE

· Outdoor pavements and upper part of
the pools with a more textured ﬁnishing.
· It can show broken edges and simulate
the old stones of the Mediterranean
farmhouses.

BRUSH
HAMMERED

· Non-slipping pavement and for
heavy-use.
· To be used as socle.

Ocean Rosal for professsionals

Our limestones and sandstones are also available in blocks, boards, strips or ashlars
for their later elaboration by the corresponding workshops and other professionals
devoted to work with stones, we extract them directly from our own quarries.
We have a special packaging for their adequate transportation, either nationally
or internationally.
Ask us for prices, formats and professional information; we will be happy
to assist you.

Mediterranean at home

Carretera de Granada, km 73
30400 Caravaca de la Cruz,
Murcia. Spain

Telephone
(+34) 968 725 656
Mobile & WhatsApp
(+34) 629 470 419
info@rosalstones.com

rosalstones.com

